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designed.  These  data are essential when the dynamic
behavior of the aircraft is analyzed, indicating the great
importance attached to the stability and maneuverability
of modern aircraft. The dynamic aero characteristics of

1.  Introduction

The data on aerodynamic characteristics are when the
guidance system and the control system of the aircraft are
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Abstract: The wind tunnel test is one important way to obtain the aerodynamic derivatives of aircrafts. These
derivatives are necessary when the guidance and control systems of the aircraft are designed and when the
dynamic quality of the aircraft is analyzed as well. The results of experiments of the static derivatives and
dynamic derivatives of the aircraft in low-speed wind tunnels have revealed that there are some unavoidable
drawbacks such as the interference of the streamline flow brought about by the strut in the traditional strut sus-
pension system. A cable-mounted system is very suitable for experiments of the static derivatives of an aircraft,
but it cannot be used in the experiments of  dynamic derivatives. In order to use the same wire-driven parallel
suspension system to realize the static and dynamic derivates experiments in low-speed wind tunnels, a survey
of the research work addressed within the Wire-Driven Parallel Suspension Systems (WDPSS-8) project is pre-
sented in this paper. The results show that WDPSS-8 can be successfully used in  experiments of static deriva-
tives, and that it has potentiality to be used in  experiments of dynamic derivatives. In the issues in the theoret-
ical aspect the issues have been handled.   However, much work should be done in the experimental aspects.
The research outcomes of WDPSS-8 will help the Chinese set up  Chinese brands in the field of wind tunnel
tests of aircrafts. 
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deep and systematic research  work on  a 6-DOF wire-
driven parallel suspension system with 8 wires (WDPSS-
8) for low-speed wind tunnels deep and systematic
research (Liu et al. 2004; Zheng, 2004; Zheng et al. 2005,
Zheng et al.  2007, Lin et al. 2006; Zheng, 2006; Liu et al.
2006; Zheng, 2006 and Liang et al. 2007).  The attitude
control and aerodynamic coefficients (static derivatives)
of the scale model have been investigated in theory and in
experiment. A prototype (WDPSS-8) has been realized
(built) and tested in an open return circuit low speed wind
tunnel with a wind speed of 30 m/s. The experimental sec-
tion of the wind tunnel is rectangular, with a length of 1
meter, a width of 0.52 meters and a height of 0.42 meters
(Liu et al. 2006). The authors also found the possibility of
using the prototype (WDPSS-8) for the experiment of
dynamic derivatives by successfully implementing the
single-DOF oscillation control of the scale model (Liang
et al. 2007; Hu, 2008 and Lin et al. 2008). 

Concerning the possibility of using the same wire-driv-
en parallel suspension system to realize the static and
dynamic derivates experiments in low-speed wind tun-
nels, a survey of the research work finished on some key
issues of WDPSS-8 for the experiments of the static and
dynamic derivatives will be addressed. The research
results of the experiments,  especially those of the experi-
ments of the dynamic derivatives, will provide some cri-
terion of experimental data for  free flight and some effec-
tive experimental methods about the controllability capa-
bility of post-stall maneuvers in the design of Large
Aircraft and new generation of Military Aircraft.  This
will help the Chinese set up the Chinese Brands in the
field of wind tunnel tests of aircraft. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The key
issues of WDPSS-8 for the experiments of static deriva-
tives of  aircrafts in Low-Speed Wind Tunnels (LSWT)
are given in the next Section 2. The key issues of WDPSS-
8 for the experiments of dynamic derivatives of aircraft in
LSWT are presented in  Section 3 by showing the possi-
bility to use the same WDPSS-8 for static and dynamic
derivates experiments in LSWT.  Finally, discussions and
future work are suggested in Section 4.

2.  WDPSS-8 for Experiments of Static Deri-
vatives of  Aircraft in  Low-Speed  Wind
Tunnels

2.1 Two WDPSS-8 Prototypes

2.1.1 A Manually-operated WDPSS-8 Prototype Validated 
in a closed-Circuit Wind Tunnel

A wire-driven parallel manipulator is a closed-loop
mechanism where the moving platform is connected to the
base via wires by a multitude of independent kinematic
chains. The number of a moving platform's degree of free-
doms (DOFs) is defined as the dimension of linearity
space which is positively spanned by all the screws of the
structure matrix of the manipulator. So the moving plat-
form of a 6-DOF’s completely or redundantly restrained

the aircraft are closely related with the aerodynamic
forces and torques exerted on the aircraft. In analyzing the
aerodynamic characteristics, these aerodynamic forces
and torques can be expressed by some aerodynamic coef-
ficients and derivatives. The latter are the derivatives of
the aerodynamic coefficients to some parameters such as
angle of attack, angle of side-slip and Mach number which
are called static derivatives. The derivatives of the aerody-
namic coefficients to some parameters such as pitching
angular velocity, rotating angular velocity and yawing
angular velocity are called dynamic derivatives (Sun,
1999).

The wind tunnel test is one important way to obtain the
aerodynamic derivatives of the aircraft. During a wind-
tunnel tests it is necessary to place the scale model of the
aircraft in the streamline flow of the experimental section
of the wind tunnel using some kind of suspension system.
The suspension system will have a lot of influences on the
reliability of the results of the wind tunnel tests. The tra-
ditional rigid suspension systems have some unavoidable
drawbacks for the experiments of static and dynamic
derivatives such as the serious interference of the strut on
the streamline flow (Zhang et al. 2006; Roas, 2001;
Bernhardt and Williams, 2000; Cao and Deng, 1998 and
Du and Wang, 2003). The cable-mounted systems for
wind tunnel tests, developed in the past several decades,
deal with the contradiction between the supporting stiff-
ness and the interference on the streamline flow (Bian et
al. 1999; Shen and Huang, 1999; Bennett et al. 1978; Liu
et al. 2001, Wang  et al. 2004 and Griffin 1991).
However their mechanism is not robotic and consequent-
ly quite different from wire-driven parallel suspension
systems in attitude-control schemes and force-measuring
principle. In addition they can not be used in  dynamic
derivatives experiments (Graffin, 1992).  Instead, the free-
flight simulation concept in wind tunnels through an
active suspension such as six-DOF (degrees-of-freedom)
Wire-Driven Parallel Suspension Systems (WDPSS),
coming from the research improvement in wire-driven
parallel manipulator and force control, is suitable for cal-
culating the aerodynamic derivatives of the aircrafts
Lafourcade et al. 2002; onera.fr/desd/sacso/index.php;
Liu, 2004 and  Zheng 2004).  The static derivatives can be
obtained by researching the static models without winds
and with winds (Zheng, 2006).  Some successful achieve-
ments in this field have been made in the Suspension
Active pour Soufflerie (SACSO) project for nearly 8 years
and it has been applied in vertical wind tunnel tests with a
wind speed of 35 m/s for fighters at the first stage of their
conceptual design.  However the system can not be used
in experiments of dynamic derivatives in low-speed wind
tunnels (Lafourcade et al. ).

In this context our goal is to introduce some contribu-
tions in the field of wire-driven parallel suspension sys-
tems for static and dynamic derivatives of the aircraft in
low-speed wind tunnels. Under the sponsorship of NSFC
(National Natural Science Foundation of China), the
authors and the co-authors have done over 6-years  of
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found in the experiments that there is little vibration
occurring at the end of the scale model which is less than
that in the corresponding traditional strut suspension sys-
tem shown in Fig. 1 (f), from which it has been found that
the fundamental frequency of WDPPS-8 is smaller than
that of the corresponding traditional strut suspension.

wire-driven parallel manipulator is driven by at least 7 or
more wires. 

Meanwhile, a 6-DOF wire-driven parallel suspension
system (WDPSS) is essential for the free fight of the air-
craft in a 3-dimensional space wind tunnel. Fig. 1(a)
shows the concept of a 6-DOF WDPSS driven by 8 wires
(WDPSS-8), the geometric definition of which is shown
in Fig. 1(b) and the geometric parameters of which are
listed in Table 1. A manually-operated prototype of such a
design shown in Fig. 1 (c) is built and tested in a closed-
circuit LSWT. To implement the scenario for the attitude
adjustment of the aircraft, a driving mechanism adjusted
manually has been developed which allows the aircraft
model to maneuver, ie. to permit roll, pitch and yaw
motion. For the WDPSS-8, each cable will be attached to
a driving unit, which consists of a screw bar and a driving
nut, as shown in Fig.1(d). A commercial load cell inter-
faced to the cable shown in Fig. 1(e) is used to measure
the tension of a cable. To avoid extra interference, the
strain gage balance and driving unit are attached to the
wind tunnel frame on the outside of the tunnel, as shown
in Fig. 1(c) and (d).However, Fig. 1(f) shows the aircraft
model mounted on a conventional strut suspension system
in the same LSWT.

The WDPSS-8 prototype has been validated by wind-
tunnel tests in a wind speed of 28.8 m/s and it has been

(a) The  concept  of   wire-driven  parallel  suspension
system with 8 wires (WDPSS-8).

(b) Geometric definition of the WDPSS-8 prototype.

(c)  WDPSS-8  tested  in  LSWT in  a  wind  speed of
28.8 m/s.

(d) Driving unit of WDPSS-8.

(e)  Load cell interface.

(f) Strut suspension system.

Figure 1.  Comparison  of  2  different  suspension 
systems.
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A test for this WDPSS-8 for low-speed wind tunnels is
also realized, shown in Fig. 2(b), in which the 3 rotation-
al attitude control of the scale model (yaw, roll and pitch)
has been accomplished. During the wind tunnel testing for
the static derivatives, it is necessary to place the scale
model using the suspension system in the streamline flow
of the experimental section in wind tunnels, using the sus-
pension system, and the attitude of the scale model  should
be adjustable. The inverse kinematics problem deals with
the calculation of the length of each cable corresponding
to the given different attitude of the scale model which
will provide the data for the position control. The model-
ing of inverse pose kinematics of WDPSS-8 can be found
in references (Zheng et al. 2005 and Zheng et al. 2006). 

2.2  Calculation of the Static Derivatives
Because the scale model moves in a quasi-static way

during the LSWT experiment for the static derivatives, it
is reasonable to calculate the aerodynamic force and
torque exerted on it using the difference of the force and
torque exerted on the scale model between without wind
and with wind. As a preliminary research, the assumption
that all constraints are perfectly applied with no resistance
in pulleys or other mechanisms such as point-shaped
joints which are required to maintain the geometry of the
wires at the base and the scale model is given for  conven-
ience. May be this is not really the case, but it is reason-
able because the attitude of the scale model is controlled
and adjusted in a quasi-static way so that the errors in the
mechanism configuration between without wind and with
wind could be easily limited to a range which can be neg-
lected.

The static model of WDPSS-8 without wind can be
expressed by:

(1)

Here, T is a vector (t1…t8) with 8 components, 0  is a
vector with 6 components, JT is the structural matrix of the
manipulator, FG is the gravity vector with 6 components. 

The static model of WDPSS-8 with wind can be
expressed by:

(2)

Here, FA is the vector of aerodynamic force and torque
with 6 components.

2.1.2  Another  WDPSS-8  Prototype  tested  in  an  open 
return-Circuit Wind Tunnel

Figure 2(a) shows another geometric definition of
WDPSS-8 and its the structural parameters are listed in
Table 2. 

Pitch () C1 (X,Y,Z) C2 (X,Y,Z) C3 (X,Y,Z) C4 (X,Y,Z) 

-6 -300, 0, -32 300, 0, 32 0, 605, -30 0, -605, -30 

0 -302, 0, 0 302, 0, 0 0, 605, -30 0, -605, -30 

6 -300, 0, 32 300, 0, -32 0, 605, -30 0, -605, -30 

12 -295, 0, 63 295, 0, -63 0, 605, -30 0, -605, -30 

 P1 (X,Y,Z) P2 (X,Y,Z) P3 (X,Y,Z) P4 (X,Y,Z) 

 0, 0, 420 0, 0, -420 0, 605, 0 0, -605, 0 

Table 1.  Geometric parameters of the WDPSS-8 
prototype (unit in mm)

(a)   Another geometric definition of WEPSS-8 proto-
type.

(b) Prototype of WDPSS-8

Figure 2.  Another WDPSS-8 prototype tested in an
open return-circuit wind tunnel.

P1 (xP,,yP,,zP) P2  (xP,,yP,,zP) P3 (xP,,yP,,zP) P4 (xP,,yP,,zP) 

-120, 0, 0 80, 0, 0 0, 50,0 0, -50, 0 

B1 (X,Y,Z) B3 (X,Y,Z) B5 (X,Y,Z) B7 (X,Y,Z) 

0, 0, 0 0, 0, 1040 0, -390, 520 0, 390, 520 

Table 2.  Structural  parameters of the WDPSS-8 pro-
totype (unit in mm)

JTT+FG =0                 
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2.2.2  Experiment  of  Static  Derivatives  using  WDPSS-
8 in  Open Return Circuit Low Speed Wind Tunnel

With the experimental set-up in place, the wind tunnel
testing by WDPSS-8 is run by inducing airspeed of 30m/s,
as shown in Fig. 7. For calculation of wire tension, the
sensor NS-WL1, with a range of 10 kg, was chosen. 

A group of wind tunnel tests are done for the scale
model of WDPPS-8 in an open return circuit low-speed
wind tunnel and the experimental curves of lift coefficient
versus angle of pitch, drag coefficient versus angle of
pitch and lift/drag ratio versus angle of pitch are shown. 

In order to calculate the static derivatives (related to
FA), we should measure the tension of all wires and the
posture of the scale model when the scale model is posi-
tion-controlled without wind and with wind. 2 different
groups of experiment of static derivatives using WDPSS-
8 with 2 different mechanism configuration parameters
have been finished in a closed circuit low-speed wind tun-
nel and an open return circuit low-speed wind tunnel
respectively, which will be stated in the following in
detail.

2.2.1   Experiment of  Static  Derivatives  using WDPSS-8 
finished in a closed Low-Speed Wind Tunnel

As shown in Fig.  1 and Fig. 4, the experiments of stat-
ic derivatives using WDPSS-8 and using the conventional
strut suspension system have been finished in a closed-
circuit low-speed wind tunnel with a wind speed of 28.8
m/s. The attack angle (pitch) can be adjusted from 00 to
180. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the measured Lift and Drag
forces versus the pitch angles and the measured moment-
versus the pitch angles using the conventional wind tunnel
testing and using WDPSS-8 wind tunnel testing respec-
tively. 

Figure 4.  WDPSS-8 in a closed low-speed tunnel.
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Figure 5(a) Measured lift and drag vs, pitch using the
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Figure 5(b) Measured   moment vs.   pitch   using  the 
conventional wind tunnel testing.

Figure 5.  Conventional wind tunnel testing

Figure 6(a) Measured lift and drag vs. pitch using 
WDPSS-8 wind tunnel testing.

Figure 6(b) Measured moment vs. pitch using 
WDPSS-8 wind tunnel testing.

Figure 6.  WDPSS-8 wind tunnel testing.

Figure 7.  Wire-driven   parallel  suspension   systems 
with 8   wires  in  the  experiment  of static
derivatives.
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(4)

Here, JT v = 0 is satisfied. Moreover Kd and Kv are the dif-
ferent values of the control feedback gain without wind.  It
can be proven that the control system is stable and robust
with the control law mentioned above. 

It is noted that if another control law is used which can
ensure the stability of the control system, the value s of
dynamic derivatives calculated from the control system
which will be formulated in detail in the next section will
be different. A question may arise  about the correctness of
the method for the dynamic derivatives' calculation, but it
is regarded as reasonable after a balance of the analysis of
the differences of control schemes and of their robustness
is given. Much more work in this aspect will be discussed
in the future work.  Moreover the required repeatability of
the control system will be indicated and investigated using
some kind of tools like robustness.

3.2 Dynamic Derivatives' Calculation
Taking the pitch oscillation for example (ie. X =P =

[0  0  0  0  P]T = [0  0  0  0  P0 sin 0]T), the total
dynamic model without wind and with wind can be
obtained. In fact, the single-DOF oscillation control of the
scale model is successfully implemented using the
WDPSS-8 prototype, the frequency of which is from 0~2
Hz and the amplitude of which is 9~10 degree (Liang et
al. 2007).   In addition, concerning the issue that the
motion versus time tracks that differs by small fractions of
a degree should be provided by a motion control system in
order to obtain accurate measurements of the dynamic
derivatives.  May be a time-varying discrete control sys-
tem should be built and investigated, but as the prelimi-
nary research, it is only regarded as a time-constant con-
tinuous control system. Moreover, the specifications on
the path of the single-DOF oscillation of the scale model
matching with wind on and wind off should be considered
to an extent that target precisions are related to expected
accuracies of the measured derivatives, but this issue will
not be discussed here. Much more work in the aspect will
be discussed in  future work with the tools like the robust-
ness of the control system.

Under the condition when the scale model has a pure
pitch rotation without wind, Eq. (3) can be written as 

(Mo + JT MJ) P + (Mo+JT M J+JT BJ) P = JT - F8 (5)

From Eq. (5), we can get P + b P = c, where:
a is the result of adding all the elements of the 5th row of
Matrix (Mo + JT MJ ), b is the result of adding all the ele-
ments of  the  5th row  of  Matrix  (Mo + JT M J + JT BJ),
c = Kd (Pd - P ) + Kv  (Pd  - P ), P - Pd and Pd are
the desired pitch angle and angular velocity of the scale
model.

As shown in Fig. 8, there are 3 experimental curves for
wind tunnel testing of WDPSS-8 with a wind speed of
17.27m/s. Though there are  no data about the standard
model as criteria, the curves are suitable for expressing the
aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft.

3.  WDPSS-8 for the Experiments of Dynamic
Derivatives of the Aircraft  in  Low-Speed
Wind Tunnels

In the test platform of WDPSS-8, the oscillation con-
trol of the scale model is controlled without wind and with
wind respectively.  The vibration displacement of the
scale model is measured by the sensors inside the model
such as micro gyro and micro accelerators.  The aerody-
namic force and torque are calculated by the dynamic
equations of the systemm.  Also the dynamic derivatives
can be calculated by the real torques of motors without
wind and with wind which can be measured by force sen-
sors mounted on the axis of the motors. The following
parts will state the issue in detail.

3.1  Dynamic  Modeling  of  the  System  and   the 
Scheme of Oscillation Control 

The suspension system's dynamic modeling is neces-
sary for the control system's design of the oscillation of
the scale model. The following assumptions when carry-
ing out the dynamic modeling are given as follows:

(1) The deformation of wires is so small that it can be neg-
lected. The mass of the wires can be neglected as
well.

(2)  The dynamics of the actuators are neglected to simpli-
fy the dynamics model of the manipulator.

In references  Zheng et al. 2007 and Zheng 2006,  the
total dynamic modeling of WDPSS-8 is written as:

(Mo + JT MJ) X + (Mo + JT M J + JT BJ) X = JT - F8 (3)

The total dynamic modeling is a highly coupled and
redundantly restrained nonlinear system which should be
decoupled and linearized.

A control law of actuator vector of motor is designed
as follows:

Here ]
0

0)(
[

)33(G33

3333P
0




A

I
M

m
 is the inertia matrix of 

the scale model including any attached payload, Pm  is 
the mass and GA  is the inertia tensor about the gravity 

center. 88
81 R),,(diag  mmM  is the inertia matrix 

of the actuators X is vector of the posture of the scale 
model, 88

81 R),,(diag  bbB  is the matrix of 
viscous friction of the actuators 8T

81 R),,(  ô  is 
vector of the torque of the actuators 

T
Pg )0,0,0,.,0,0( gmF  is the gravity vector of the 

scale model, and g=9.8 (m/s2). 

ô (JT)+ (Kd ( XX d ) + Kv (
..

XX d ) + Fg) + v   
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(7)

My (t)on, defined as the oscillation torque vector of  the
system with wind when the scale model has a pure pitch
rotation , satisfies 

(8)

From Eqs. (5) and (7), the following equation can be
obtained:

(9)

From Eqs. (6), (8) and (9),  the following equation can
be obtained:

(10)

(11)

Hence, Eq. (9) can be expressed by:

Here Js is the result of adding all the elements of the
5th  row of Matrix JT.  

My (t)off , defined as the oscillation torque vector of the
system without wind when the scale model has a pure
pitch rotation, satisfies:

(6)

Under this condition when the scale model has a
purepitch rotation with wind, Eq. (3) can be written as 

(a) the lift coefficient vs angle of attach

(b) the drag coefficient vs angle of attach

(c) lift-to-drag ratio vs angle of attach

Figure 8.  Experimental curves for wind tunnel test-
ing of WEPSS-8
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(3) The wire-driven parallel suspension system has
opened a new horizon for measuring the static and
dynamic derivatives of  aircraft in LSWT. Using the
same system based on positon control and force con-
trol in robotics allows  free flight of the aircraft and
obtains the static and dynamic derivatives. However,
the results given in this paper can only be considered
as a preliminary step in establishing feasibility though
the wire-driven parallel suspension system is a very
interesting design, and if it is with sufficient may be
developed into a rountinely practical system.
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